
10 Year Warranty 

  

RÖSLE products will give you many years of pleasure. And since 

we are one hundred percent sure of that, we grant a warranty that 

surpasses the two year warranty on goods that is required by law: 

10 years from the date of purchase (starting Feb. 1st 2011).  

  

We wish you long lasting service from your RÖSLE Kitchen 

Utensils! 

 

  

RÖSLE – the brand that stands for style in the kitchen and dining ambient. A manufacturer 

renowned for functional solutions and an emphasis on timeless design. We, like more and more 

people, strive for concepts of real and lasting value. Our RÖSLE Kitchen Utensils for preparing, 

cooking, roasting, boiling and storing food reflect this, developing into supportive and reliable 

friends for life. 

  

  

No compromise on Quality 

 

RÖSLE is the specialist when it comes to expertise on high performance kitchen utensils from 

stainless steel that are manufactured to meet demanding standards and strict requirements. The 

superior grade stainless steel alloy 18/10 – the number refers to the chromium and nickel content 

– is  

 

 hygienic  

 neutral to taste  

 easy to clean  



 durable  

 visually attractive and 

 environment friendly.  

18/10 stainless steel guarantees the durability and top performance of all RÖSLE products. 

  

  

Perfect fusion of form and function 

 

What distinguishes RÖSLE products from others is the careful focus on detail and the emphasis 

on functionality. Each utensil is purpose-designed to address a specific task. This principle 

combined with a design of timeless style makes RÖSLE Kitchen Utensils stand out. 

  

 

  

Easy and ergonomic handling are also top priority and demonstrated in a product such as the 

Garlic Press which even crushes unpeeled garlic cloves with a single press. Or the Foldable 

Colander that can be folded flat after use so that it occupies very little space in both the dishwasher 

and when stored away. Just one or two examples of many subtle yet important details.  

  

  

That may explain why RÖSLE has received high praise for its products and been presented with 

many prestigious international awards for design.  

  

http://www.roesle.de/epages/Roesle.sf/secDxuviX_TtZY/?ObjectPath=/Shops/Roesle/Products/xcs_3564/SubProducts/12782
http://www.roesle.de/epages/Roesle.sf/secDxuviX_TtZY/?ObjectPath=/Shops/Roesle/Products/xcs_5788/SubProducts/16121
http://www.roesle.de/epages/Roesle.sf/secDxuviX_TtZY/?ObjectPath=/Shops/Roesle/Products/xcs_5788/SubProducts/16121
http://www.roesle.de/epages/Roesle.sf/secDxuviX_TtZY/?ViewObjectID=8291


  

  

Leaders in Innovation 

 

 

RÖSLE invests a lot of time and funds in research and development of the best solutions. Every 

year the Bavarian company develops new and innovative products for the household and 

catering sector winning over more fans and new friends – and growing awareness of the 

excellence of the RÖSLE brand.  

  

  

 

Warranty for RÖSLE BBQ and BBQ Utensils 

  

Cooking- and charcoal grates: 2 Years 

Enamelled grill bowl and lid: 10 Years (against rust and flame damage) 

All other parts: 2 Years 

 

Manufacturers’ warranties may not apply in all cases, depending on factors such as use of the 

product, where the product was purchased, or who you purchased the product from. Please 

review the warranty carefully, and contact the manufacturer if you have any questions. 


